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subsidiary based in Dearborn, Michigan that produces cars, commercial vehicles, small vehicles and parts. Focus is a m the cars
in its line-up.This invention relates to compression ignition engines and in particular to combustion chambers, combustion liners

and flame traps for such engines. A typical compression ignition engine employs an injection system to deliver fuel to each
cylinder to initiate combustion. One such system involves an injector valve in communication with a fuel injector which is in
communication with a combustion chamber having a flame trap for inhibiting flashback from the combustion chamber to the

injector. In particular, the injector valve is normally maintained closed during engine operation to maintain a substantially
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atmospheric environment within the combustion chamber. In response to engine speed and load conditions, the injector valve is
opened to deliver fuel to the combustion chamber. A flame trap is typically located in the combustion chamber, for example a
cup shaped component that is made of a high thermal conductivity material. The flame trap has an open end facing the injector

and is at least partially spaced from the injector valve. The flame trap has a face that is at least partially exposed to the flame
generated in the combustion chamber. When a sufficient amount of fuel has been delivered to the combustion chamber, the
pressure within the combustion chamber is sufficient to cause the injector valve to open. The injector valve has a face that is
spaced from the face of the flame trap. As the injector valve opens, the fuel is injected through the injector valve and into the
combustion chamber. The fuel delivered into the combustion chamber burns to generate a flame having a radial spread and a

radial length. The flame grows as the fuel is burned in the combustion chamber. As the flame reaches the flame trap, the heat of
combustion is transferred to the flame trap and the flame is trapped in the flame trap. After a period of time, the fuel burns out

and the flame trap and injector valve are cooled. When the flame trap and injector valve are cooled, the pressure within the
combustion chamber is reduced so that the injector valve closes and the flame trap ceases to be exposed to the flame. The flame

trap has a face that is at least partially exposed to the flame to maintain a substantial amount of 82157476af
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